
What is the difference between stress & anxiety?      

Resources 
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The timing of the symptoms is key. Stress occurs when an individual is facing a threat (e.g. when 
you are taking an exam), while anxiety occurs when anticipating the threat (e.g. in the morning on 
the bus before an on the bus before an exam). In both cases, a stress response is triggered.

Strategies before stress 
becomes overwhelming 
• Take a break from the COVID-19 information, disconnect. 
• Do something relaxing (yoga, meditation, breathing exercises, reading, walking, games, etc.). 
• Surround yourself with friends and family (while still respecting the Public Health rules). 
• Build on your personal strengths and remember your good qualities. 
   • Laugh (it tells the brain that there is no danger around). 
     • Play sports and get moving (it helps to burn off energy from stress). 
      • Create a structure and routine for your studies or job. 
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 Identify the ingredients 
of your stress

Recognize the body's 
stress signals

Find ways to make 
the situation less stressful 

Low control    Do you feel you have little or no control 
over the situation? 

Unpredictability    Is the situation unexpected or could you 
not have known about it beforehand?

Novelty    Is the situation new to you, you have never 
experienced it before?

Threatened Ego    Do you feel that your skills or ego are 
being challenged, that your abilities are being questioned?

PS: The more ingredients a situation has, the more stressful it is. 

For example, during the 
pandemic, Vincent feels that he 
has no control over his studies. 
To remedy the situation, he can 
plan A, plan B, plan C or even 
plan D for his school career. 

This helps him have control over 
the situation, because he has 
already thought about all the 
possibilities for the future!

Research shows that the mere 
act of bringing to consciousness 
a plan B, C, or D in the face of a 
stressful situation sends a 
message to the brain that you 
are in control of the situation.

What should I do if I have negative thoughts, 
anxiety, or stress?
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Did you know that stress can also be positive and empowering?

The stress response allows you to be vigilant and 
attentive in order to face the challenges of our daily lives! 
To be able to bene�t from these advantages, it is necessary 
to have an optimal level of stress (not too low, not too high).

Here are some tips to help you achieve this: 

https://humanstress.ca/covid-19-reconstructing-stress-to-build-resilience/
www.quelvirusestu.com/home-page
https://www.quebec.ca/en/health/health-issues/a-z/2019-coronavirus/stress-anxiety-and-depression-associated-with-the-coronavirus-covid-19-disease
https://www.camh.ca/en/health-info/mental-health-and-covid-19/coping-with-stress-and-anxiety
https://www.quebec.ca/en/health/finding-a-resource/info-social-811
https://amiquebec.org/coronavirus/
https://myrelief.ca/relief-1/about-relief
https://kidshelpphone.ca/?_ga=2.188583720.1004865709.1634694883-1520132309.1634694883
https://www.quebec.ca/en/health/health-system-and-services/service-organization/cisss-and-ciusss



